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Abstract.
The holomorphic sectional curvatures in the Bergman metric of a
smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in C2 are shown to be bounded in
absolute value near a poinit of finite type in the boundary

1. Introduction
Several questions about the complex function theory of a domain in C" have
been explored by examining the curvature of the domain in an appropriate Hermitian metric. Various curvature conditions have been shown to characterize
domains of holomorphy [10], extend the classical Schwarz lemma [8, 11], and
insure the nondegeneracy of normal families of holomorphic mappings [5].
The abstract nature of many of the interesting metrics makes it difficult to obtain complete information about their curvature tensors except in some special
cases. In [2], it was shown that for any bounded domain in Cn, the holomorphic sectional curvature of the Bergman metric is less than 2. This result
was extended to certain complex manifolds in [7]. Using Fefferman's asymptotic expansion for the Bergman kernel, Klembeck [6] showed that for a smooth
bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain in C" , the holomorphic sectional curvatures of the Bergman metric approach -4/(n + 1), that of the ball, near the
boundary. For the domains Q = {|z,|2 H-h
|z„_,|2 + \zn\2p < 1}, p > 0,
Bland [3] has computed the curvature tensor of the Einstein-Kähler metric on
Q and shown that for p > 1, the sectional curvatures are bounded between
negative constants.
In this paper, we estimate the sectional curvatures of the Bergman metric
near the boundary of a smooth bounded pseudoconvex domain in C . The

result is
Theorem. Let QccC
be a pseudoconvex domain with smooth boundary. If
z0 G bQ. is a point of finite type then there is a neighborhood U of zQ such
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that all the holomorphic sectional curvatures of the Bergman metric of Q, are
bounded below by a negative constant in U.

The bound can be expressed in terms of the constant in the subelliptic estimate for the d -Neumann problem.

2. Preliminaries
For a domain Q, denote by A(£i) the set of holomorphic functions on Q.
Let A' be a holomorphic tangent vector at a point zefi.
The Bergman kernel
Ka(z ,~z) and Bergman metric Bn(z;X) for Q. are defined

Ka(z, z) = sun{\f(z)\2:f

g A(Q), \\f\\LHQ)< 1},

sup{|X/|:/e^(iî),/(z)

= 0,||/||L2(£i)<l}

(K(z,z))1/2
Let r(z) be a defining function for Í2 and z0 G bQ. be a point of finite type
m . We may assume dr/dz2 ^ 0(z) for z G U, some neighborhood of z0 and
that U is small enough so that all z g bQ, n U are of type < m . It will be
convenient to express the necessary estimates of the above quantities in terms
of the special coordinate systems used in [4] and [9].
Proposition. For each z = (z'x,z'2) g U, there exist numbers dk(z),
k =
0, ... , m, depending smoothly on z , such that dQ(z') ^ 0 and such that in the

coordinates Ç = (£,, C2) defined by
i, i^ j.'
(z.,z2) = <D'(C)= (<D(i),<P(0)
where
J

, *N

/

*,(C)= * +c,
in

m

«D'2(f)
= 2; + rf0(z')c2+ ^;^(z,)ff
the function p, given by p(Ç) = r(Q>'(Ç)) satisfies

(2)

p(C)= r(z') + ReC2+ ¿2 ^^(z')^+^(|C,|m+1

+ |C2|ICI)•

j+k<m

j,k>0

Remark. The coordinates are canonical in the sense that only one biholomorphism of the form (1) normalizes the defining function to the form (2). Note
that z is mapped to the origin and that

(3)
where |/(-)|

1^(01 = ^(^/0,
denotes the determinant

Ce<D'(C/)
= F.
of the holomorphic Jacobian matrix.

For z GU, set fi' = {£: p(Q < 0} and define
(4)

Al(z') = max{\ajk(z')\:j

+ k = l},l = 2,...,m,
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and for ô > 0,
x(z ,ô) = min^ô/A^z'))1":

2 < I < m}.

The importance of the quantity r(z' ,ô) rests on the fact that
/vá(z') = {C:|g<T(z\<?),|C2|<¿}
is essentially the largest polydisc about the origin on which p changes by no
more than ô, see [9] for details. In the sequel, several quantities will be estimated in terms of powers of ó and t(z' ,S) and it will be important that
the inequalities depend on z and 6 only in the stated manner. To obviate
the writing of useless constants, we use the notation E < F, for E and F
functions which depend on z and â, to mean that for some c > 0, which
is independent of z and ö , \E\< c\F\. We also write E sa F to mean that

E < F and F < L\
We now recall some estimates from [4] and [9] for the kernel function and
Bergman metric for Q' along the normal ray at the origin. [4, Theorem 2] shows
there exists a constant b , independent of z G U n bQ and small S G (0,d0),

so that for C= (0, - bS/2)
(5)

Kçii(Ï,C)kô-2t(z',ô)-2

and

(6)

Ba(£\¥)*\cAt{z,Srl

+\c2\S~1

if Y = cxd/dÇx + c2d/dÇ2. [9, Theorem 1] yields the estimate

(7)

|Z>^tfn,(f

,r)l

Za-2-n>-ß2x(z',o)-2-a'-ß'

for any 2-indices a, ß .

3. Curvature

estimates

For the time being, z will be fixed, and we will denote Ka, by K and
derivatives of Ka, with subscripts, e.g., (d /dzxd~z2)Kcll =KX2. Set, for 1 < i,

; < 2 and Çe V,

dÇjdÇj
Then, if Y = cxd/dÇx + c2d/dÇ2, it is well known [1] that the Bergman length
of Y is given by
>/*■

(8)

%(C;n=(¿^(Oc^

V'j=>

If we compare coefficients in (6) and (8), we have

(9)

\gxx(0\*T(z',S)-2,

\g22(0\~o

\gx2(0\ = \g2l(0\^r(z',ô)-lâ-[.
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Moreover, if we set c2 = 1 and cx = -^22/^12 m (^) an<*(8) and compare, we
have

(10)

\det(g¡J(Q\^x(z',o)'2o-2.

The components of the Riemann curvature tensor, R
metric are locally defined by
(11)

R%i=-=£-=-logK+

y

= gugkl + g,,gjk - y{k

+ ¿

£

, for the Bergman

gpq-d-^logK^l-logK

' Küki - KikKp)

SP\KKik- - KikK-)(K ■KJlq - KT¡Kq).

We now estimate all the terms on the right hand side except the first two. When
considering any term, list all the indices together and let s denote the number
of 1 and 1 appearing in the list and t denote the number of 2 and 2 in the
list. If T denotes either of the terms in P, then (5) and (7) imply
(E)

\T(ï)\ZT(z'

,ôysô-'.

For the terms in the sum, note that (9) and (10) give
(12)

\gU(0\*T(z',ô)2,

\g22(C)\*ô2,

\g2\l)\^T(z',ô)ô^\g'2(Q\.
Multiply the factors in the sum and let T denote any of the resulting 16 terms;
(5) and (7) show

iL(oi<i¿?MiT(z',¿rVr
where p and q are included in the count for J and 1. Hence (12), gives

(E)

\T(Q\zt(z'

,S)~SS~!

where 5 and t count only the indices of the component of the curvature tensor.
Let Y = £\=1 bjd/dÇj be a holomorphic tangent vector with unit length,

O3)

¿2subiPi= l>

then the holomorphic sectional curvature determined by Y is defined

s(Y)= Y.R%ib^Mr
Note that (13) and the growth conditions (9) give
\bx(ï)\*T(z',ô),

\b2(ï)\*ô

unless ¿,.(0 = 0. In either case, using (11) and the estimates (E) gives

\S(Y)(Q\ = 2 + cf(l)
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where the constant is again independent of ô and z . To transfer this information to Q, recall that biholomorphisms are isometries in the Bergman metric,
so, as tensors
Rn = (<t>'-l)*RQ'.

This, if X = (<!>')„
y and z = <D'(0 then
\S(X)(z)\<C.
Finally, we vary z over a small boundary neighborhood of z0 and allow ô
to range in (0,ô0). The set of points z = <E>'(0 then form a neighborhood of
the form (/nil
where U is a neighborhood of z0 , and so the proof of the
theorem is complete.
Remark. The estimates (E) give more control of the curvature tensor than we
actually used. If we extend the domain of the Bergman metric to the set of
all complex tangent vectors using the natural almost-complex structure map,
computations as above give bounds on all the sectional curvatures near z0 .
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